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I1.0 SUMMARY
The 'E'ayload Deployinent and Retriev,rl System Simulation' (E`DRSS) program,
which is currently in use for simulating the Remote Manipulator System (RMS)
does not have the capability to update the flexibility coefficients as the
arm design changes. Any standard structural program can be used to calculate
these coefficients. However, most of these structural programs require
lareie computers and the associated turn-around time and expense make them
unattractive for calculating just the flexibility coefficients. A program
(called 'Program A' in this report) has been developed on the Hewlett PaL kard-
91325 to calculate these flexibility coefficients.
Another program (called 'E'rogram B') has been developed to cut down the
numb(' ► of PDRSS runs required to simulate various RMS maneuvers. This program
calculates the end-effector flexibility and the joint flexibility terms for
the torque motor model of each joint for any arbitrary arm configuration.
instead of making expensive PDRSS runs for all the required at-In operations,
program 'B' can be used to select those which involve stiffest arm config-
u-ations.	 Figure 2 shows the use of programs 'A' and 'E3' in conjunction with
the PDRSS program.	 Flexit , ility corf`icie , its calculated by 'A' are required
as input to W.
Section '.0 describes the purpose of this task in greater detail.
	 Equations
used in 'A' and 'B' are presented in Section 3.0.
Appendix A discusses the mathematical hasis for the equations used in
'A' and 'B'.
Appendix B familiarizes the user with t he procedure required to access the
programs 'A' arid
	 the inl)ut pdr,imetOr• s required and the output obtained,
Appendix C presents the results which are obtained throu g h the use of
programs 'A' and 'B' for two example problems and compares them with the
PDRSS results. Appendix D contains the listing of programs 'A' and 'S'.
1.
2.0 I N I RODUC I I ON
the 'Payload Deployment and Retrieval System Simulation' (PDRSS) program,
which is currentl y in use for simulating the R?1S, uses a five beam model to
represent the arm. In this model, flexibility coefficients for each of the
five beams are required to simulate the arm motion and the loads generated
during any commanded arrn operation. At present, the flexibility coefficients
built- into the PDRSS program, have been calculated by assuming bearn one is
between the attach point and the shoulder pitch joint and is composed of
three different segments. Similarly, beam two is between the shoulder pitch
joint and the elbow pitch joint and is composed of three segments; beam three
is between the elbow pitch joint and the wrist pitch joint and consists of
three segments; beam four is between the wrist pitch joint and yaw joint and
consists of two segments; beam five is between the wrist yaw joint and the
end effector and consists of three segments. The above model is shown in
Figure 1.
the PDRSS program dries not nave the capability to update the flexibility
coefficients as the arrn design changes. Any standard structural program
can be used to calculate these flexibility coefficients but most of these
programs use large computers and the turn-around time and expense involved
make them unattractive. Therefore, it was recognized that a program is needed,
which could be run on a desk-type computer, to calculate the flexibility co-
efficients for the arm modeled by any given number of beams each consisting
of an arbitrary number of se gments. This led to the first objective of
this task, i.e., to develop a prL:gram on the Hewlett-Packard 9825 to cal-
culate the flexibility coefficients. The second objective of this task was
to develop the capability to determine the arm flexibility in any given con-
figuration, i.e., deflection at the end-effector due to unit loads at the
end effector for any arbitrary arm configuration. This information would
be useful in making a judgement regarding the arm stiffness and thereby
anticipating its natural frequency and loads in a given configuration.
2
k-
For example, to assure that design loads are not exceeded during ar•m
operation, instead of making expensive PMS runs for all the required arm
operations we can select those which involve arm eonfiqurations with higher
stiffnesses. To this end another H. 1'.	 program has been developed which
determines end-effector arin flexibility, when given the individual beam
flexibility  eooff is ients and the at-in configuration (ch,rracterized by
specifying six joint angles). This program has been further extended to
determine the flexibility coefficients for the torque motor model at each
joint. When studying simplified simulation techinques which could be used
instead of PDRSS, flexibility for- the torque motor model can be calculated
with the above program. the use of programs 'A' and 'R' in conjunction with
the PORSS program to simulate the arm is shown in fi(lu ► • e .
yZ3
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Equations used in programs 'A' and ''1' are presented below. Prograin 'A' uses
the standard load/deflection relationship for a beam to calculate the
flexibility coefficients. Three rotational and two displacement degrees of
Freedom are assumed for each beam. In the RMS simulation it is assumed that
the displacement along the beam axis is negligible; therefore, the
flexibility coefficient in the axial direction is taken to be zero. Program
'B' u , es the flexibility coefficients of each beam to calculate the combined
arm flexibility at the end-effector. Program 'B' takes into account the
effect of arm configuration by using transformation matrices to transform all
the flexibility coefficients into the wrist-pitch system. Through the use of
the Jacohian matrix, program 'B' uses the end-affector flexibility
coefficients to calculate the flexibility at each of the six RMS joints. 	 It
further calculates, the joint flexibility terms for the torque motor model at
each joint. Appendix A presents the derivation which leads to the equations
used in program 'A' and 'I3'.
3.1 PROGRAM 'A' '
For a beam consisting of n segments, the load/deflection relationship is
given by
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Superscript n Number of Segment
Subscript L L.H.S. of Segment
Subscript R =	 R.H.S. of Segment
in = Length of nth Segment
E Young's Modulus,	 nth Segment
1 2 = Moment of	 T nertia About the	 Z-Axis, nth Segment
YRn = Displacement at	 R.N.S. of nth Segment	 in the Y-
D irection.
W	
= Rotation at R.H.S. of nth Segment About the Z-Axis
MR 	 = Bending Moment Applied at R.H.S. of nth Segment About the
Z-Axis
FR 	 = Force Applied at R.N.S. of nth Segment in the Y-Direction
Another Equation, Similar to (1) can be written for bending about the
Y-Axis. The only difference would be the moment of inertia about the
Y-Axis, I 1 , instead of I 2 .	 For torsional flexibility, the torque/rotation








where ORn = Rotation at R.H.S. of nth Segment About the Beam Axis
, R n
 = Applied Torque at R.N.S. of nth Segment About the Beam Axis
Gil	 Shear Modulus of nth Segment
ill = Polar Moment of Inertia of nth Segment
!n Program 'A' Equations (1) and (2) have been progrAmmed to calculate
flexibility coefficients of a beam consisting of arbitrary number of segments
n.
3.2 PROGRAM '30
For the RMS consisting of five beams, end-effector flexibility (YE) in the
Wrist-Pitch System is qiven by
5	 ( 1	 O,	 T,li	 0 1 IY11i
	 Y1?il	 T i j4	 0	 l (1	 r15
JYE J	 =	 E1 = 1	 1-r 1 5	 ;'	 0	 Tuil ^ Y 12 i 	Y22 	 ,O	 Tij lO	 I
4
where - r 15 = - F,	 rK
K=i
0	 -rK3	 rK2
and rK =	 rK3	 0	 -rK1	 where rKJ = Length of (K + 1),.h Beam
-rK 2	 rd	 0	 in jth Direction, K = 1, 2, 3, 4
j = 1, 2, 3
Superscripts j = 1, 2, 3 Represent






TWi , i - 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 are the transformation matrices from the be4m
i system to the W. Pitch system. Y11 i * Y12 1 0 Y22 1 . i - 1, 2s 3, 4,
5 are the matrices of flexibility coefficients of beam i.
The joint flexibility matrix is given by
yj ^ 	 - Ij -1 ) Iy [ ^ 1 ,1 T- I ^	 (4)
and the flexibility term for the torque motor model at each joint is:
Yi e . 'Yiij _ JYiJ2I 
T J YiJ 22 —1
*YiJ 
22^ is a 5x5 matrix derived froi
i being the number of the joint.
taking the ith coluiin and deleting
i z 1, 2, 3, 4,	 (5)
I
n Jy j by deleting the ith row and column.
YiJ A) is a 5x1 matrix derived from iYJ by
the ith element.
Equations (3), (4) and (5) are used in Program V to calculate the end-
effe^tor flcxibility, joint flexibility and the flexibility terms for the
torque motor model.
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Two computer programs, 'A' and 'B', on the Hewlett-Packard 9825 have been
developed incorporating the computations descri b ed in the previous sec-
tion. The input and output data formats of these programs are described
in Appendix B, sample results are in Appendix C and Program Listings are
in Appendix D. Conclusions and recommendations related to the use of
these programs are summarized below.
Program 'A' is used to calculate flexibility coefficients for the example
problem 1 in Appendix C-1. Flexibility coefficients for beams 2 and 3 as
calculated by Program 'A' are presented in Appendix C-3.1 along with corres-
ponding flexibility coefficients currently used in the PDRSS. Comparing
the two we conclude that they match closely. The difference in 2nd and 3rd
decimal place- (8 and 9 significant figures) is attributed to different
number Lf	 ynificdnt figures in the two machines.
Program 'B' is used to calculate the end-effector arm flexibility for the
example problem 2 in Apcerdix C-2. For comparison, end-effector arm flexibility
calculated by Program 'B' is presented in Appendix C.3-2 along with end-effector
'lexbility calculated by PDRSS. We again conclude that these flexibility
coefficients match almost exactly. Again, the insignificant difference is
attributed to the different machines used to compute these coefficients.
We have concluded from the execution of the sample problems that the formulation
and implementation of the programs is correct. The programs are available for
use. Further information may be obtained by contacting the author, Lalit Kumar,





1. Lockheed Electronics Cc: RMS Massless An
JSC-12632, LEC-10633, June 1911.
1. Lockheed Electronics Co: Kinematic CapA
LEC-10246, March 1977.
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Similarly Total Rotation/Slo)e is given by:
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where E = Young's Modulus
I 2 = Moment of Inertia of the Beam Crossecticn About the Z-Axis











For a cantilever beam of length Z shown in Figure A-1, the deflection due to
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(A-2)
The total deflection is
Z3	 Z2
Y = YF r YM = -
	
F +	 M	 (A-3)
3EI2	 2EI2
a
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Rearranging Equations A-5, --- A-8 and writing in matrix form
YR	 1	 t	 R212EI2	 t3/6EI2
	 YL
QTR	 0	 1	 t/E 12
	 t2/2E I2	 SL
MR
	0	 0	 1	 t	 ML	
(A-q)
F R 	 	 0	 0	 1	 FL
In partitioned form
IFR	-	 L	 a^	




1 P. `R2/2E 12
	
Q 3 /6E 1? 10 0
where L 10 1 V	 "
0
^ t/E12
	 L2/21112i. -	 ^ 0 01
Similarly for two consecutive segments
i `
	 1, 1i	 ^ `L 1/ ^^^ I E ^ 1 (J1- 11 )







tN I ^pL21 .
Therefore by substitution
^R 2 L2 22 1 ^1	 &L1
(n-l4)
PR'' 0 L21 0 L1,	 PL1
For n consecutive segments
f.Rnl `Lrl Yn )
11,n-1	 to-1l	 (l 1 al ^'^ 1)
P R ► l 1 l0 t,Ln ),0 Ln-] 1	 ^0 Ll 1,1 I j
(,1-15 )
Superscript Refers to the Segment Number
Subscript L + L.H.S. of Beam




I 5` I	 -	 J A I 	 I I
6xl	 6x6	 6x1
Where	 S	 is the deflecti on due to load	 F and A	 is a 6x6 matrix	 of
flex it , ility coefficients. Writing A-16	 in expanded form
A ll A 13	 A 13 A 1 ,1 A 1:• A 16 Mx
5` ^^, A21 A22	 A23 A24 A-)5 A26 MY
A il A 3 , )	A 33 A34 A35 A 3ti Mz
• (A-17)
S, A,11 A47	 A 43 A44 A,15 A46 F x
Ar,l A 5: ,	 A 53 A 54 A 55 A56 F v
'St I	 I A 61	 A62	 A63	 A64	 A65	 A66
In	 Our
	
1110,i0l we assume zero flcxit)i 1 itY along the beam	 longitudinal	 axis,
say,	 X-axis. A•1i	 =	 0,	 i 1,	 2,	 3,	 4, 5,	 6
Since, by definition A	 is sviviotric. A O - A,1i 	0, i	 1, 2. 3. 4, 5, 6
Also, for a beam Al?_ = A13 = A14 = A15 ^ A16 = 0
A23 = A- 4 = A25	 = 0
A34 - A36	 = 0
A56	 = 0
And due to syimietry A21
	 - A31	 - A•11	 -	 A51 Aul	 AK	 = A42 = A52




lbereforo the flexibility matrix A reduces to
All	 0	 ('	 ()	 0	 0
0	 A??	 0	 0	 0	 AM
0	 0 	A33 0	 A35 0	 (A-1R)
0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0
0	 0	 A35 0	 A55 0
0	 A26 0	 0	 0	 A66
i.e., seven non-zero flexibility coefficients need to be determined. For a
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A ll	 = Torsional Flexibility - 	 i
GJ
For a beam consisting of more than one segment, A, 2
1 A33' A55' AGti' A35' A26
are calculated using equation A-15 and rewriting it in the form of equations
A-5, A-6 1 A-1, A-R
	
t l	 E2	 to
And	 All = -- +	 ♦ 	 (A-20)
	
G l J l	G'J2	 GnJn
The above equations have been programmed to calcul.xte the flexibility
coefficients of beams given the lengths, Young's modulus, moment of inertias
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A ll	 0	 0
where
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From Reference 1, Page 14, the End-Effector Flexibility {YElis given by
1	 0
	
j	 i	 i	 1
	
{ll	 =	 E	 (	 l	 1411	 0 1 I Y 11	 T Y 12	 1, riW 0
	 l I I	
rig,
i =1 (-r i5	 I	 10TIWJ k12 i	 Y22 it (^1	 Ti,WjjO	 l
(A-22)
a
where	 -r i 5	 _ - 1: rK
K= i
0 -r K3 rKn I'd =	 length of K+1 beam in jth direc-
rK	 -	 rK 3 0 -rKI tion Superscripts 1, 2,	 3 Represent
-rK2 rK1 0 X,	 Y,	 7 Axes of Orbiter Coordinate
System,	 Respectively,
A-6
TBi	 , 1	 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
is the transformation matrix from beam i system to 14. Pitch system
Y11 ',	 Y12 1 ,	 Y2j i	 i - 1 1 2, 3, 4, 5
Are the matrices of flexibility ,.oefficients of beam i.
Equation A-22 has been progra,nne*d to determine the End-Effector flexibility
given the length of each beam, orientation of the ,iron (characterized by 6
joint angles) and the seven flexibility coefficients for each beam.
The joint flexibility matrix ;YJis derived as follows:
Tho End-Effector flexibility relationship can be expressed as
t 6e ^ 7	 {14 l i el	 (A-23)
Where 1 6 e1is a uxl matrix containing three rotations and three deflections,
;F.1 is a 6x1 force matrix containing three moments and three forces;
IYe lis a 6x6 flexibility matrix.
End-Effector deflections can be related uniquely to joint rotations using the
	




131 = 6x6 Jacobian matrix for the given arm (6 Joints) configuration.
I50I- 6x1 matrix of rotations at each of the 6 Joints
Similarly End-Effector loads can be related to joint torques
JTFI	 -	 IJ} T 	;FeJ ,	 I'F^ = 6xl	 Matrix of Joint Torques	 (A-25)
Or H T-1	 JTFI	 IFef	 (A-26)
Substituting for F e and Se in Equation A-23, we get
A-7
I'l l 1 601	 _ `ye l p IT - 1 	JTFI
Or	 1.Sol -	 I j 1-1	 Iye! 1,1 I T-1 3 i F I	 (A-27)
From A-27 j Yj I : IJ"it ;YE*:;J!T-1
	
4A-28)
Equation A-28 has been used to calculate the ,joint flexibility.
Flexibility terms for the torque motor model at each joint are calculated
from ; ), dimatrix as follows:
e
Yi	 Yiid -	 IJ21jT ;Yid22^ -1 
jY^J21j	 i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6	 (A-29)
Where 
lyij221 
is the 5x5 matrix derived from jyjlby deleting the i th row and
column, i being the number of ,joint.	 1, Yid 21 } is the 5x1 matrix derived




The following programs may be obtained from L. Krimar, 488-5660, Ext. 217.
B.l CALCULATION OF FLEX13111TV COFFFiCIF'iTS - PROGRAM A
To access the program and run it, tk'^ following procedure is required:
Step, 1 Load the tape on IW-9325, labeled side of the tape toward the back of
HP-98eb.
Step 2 Turn on the calculator and the printer.
Step 3 Access the appropriate track number by typing trk 	 1 and pressing
^— the EXECUTE key.
	
indicates a blank space.
'Step 1 Load the appropriate file by typing ldf .. 3 and pressing the EXECUTE
key..
Step 5 Run the program by pressing the RUW key.





Once the program is running several self-expl
1	 I
The following explains the displays and inputs required sequentially.
HP-9825 Display	 Display Duration	 Response P.eyuired From U„^r
(1) Beam One, First Cross Axis	 2 Secs	 No Response Required, info only
(2) No. of segments
	
Input the number of segments
in beam 1 and press "Continue” key	 i
(3) Notation used for segment K 2 Secs	 No resp. req.. Info only
(4)	 L [K] =	 Length,	 Inches 2 Secs No resp.	 req.,	 Info only
(5)	 E [K] = Youngs Mod.,	 Psi 2 Secs No resp.	 req.,	 Info only
(6)	 G [K] =	 Shear Mod.,	 Psi 2 Secs No resp.	 req.,	 Info only
(7)	 1 [K] = Moment of	 Iner., 2 Secs No resp.	 req.,	 Info only
( It;)	 ? 4
(8)	 .1 [K] = Polar Momt.	 of 2 Secs No resp.	 req.,	 Info only
Iner., (IN)	 t	 4




(10) E	 [1] Input	 Young's Mod.	 or Seg. 1,	 Beam	 I
and press "Continue" key
(11) G [1] Input	 shear Mod.	 of Seg.	 1, Beam 1
and press "Continue" key
(12) I	 [1] Input moment of	 inertia of Seg.	 1,
Beam 1	 About Cross Axis,	 1, Press
"Continue" key
(13) J	 [1] Input polar moment of 	 inertia of
Seg.	 1	 Beam 1,	 Press	 "Continue"
key
The last five variables will be displayed repeatedly until L[K], E[K], G[K],
I[K], J[K] for the Kth segment, Beam 1 have been input. K = No.




Display 04ration	 Response Rcloged From Over
(14) 'Moment of Iner. -2nd	 2 Secs	 No resp. req., Info, only
Cross Axis
(15) 1 (1]	 Input Momt. of Iner. Seg. 1,
Beam 1 about cross axis 2,
press "Continue" key
(16) 1 '2
(17) I [K]	 Input Momt. of Iner. Seg. K,
Beam 1 about cross axis 2,
press "Continue" key
(18) Beam two, first cross axis 2 Secs 	 No resp. req., Info. only
	 . a
Display will start again from Line (2). Input parameters for Beam 2 from
Line (2) to (17).
(19) Beam three, first cross 	 2 Secs	 No Resp. req. Info. only
axis
Again it will ho back to Line (2). 	 Input Beam 3 parameters from Line (2) to (17).
(20) Beam four, first cross axis 2 Secs 	 No Resp. req. Info. only
Start again from Line (2). Input Beam 4 parameters from Line (2) to (17).
(21) Beam Five, First Cross Axis 2 Secs 	 No Resp. req. Info. only
Start again from line (2). Input Beam 5 parameters from Line (2) to (17).
(22) End
NOTE: Cur rently the program has been set-up for five beams but it can easily
. a





Referring to Eqn. A-15, for any bears consisting of several segments we can
write




F k 0 1. FL
where L	 is a 2x2 matrix given by ll-K{ ;LK-11. -.1L11
1	 k'
K = No. of segments, ; L K I _
0	 1
a is a 2x?. matrix given by
cY	 = I L K I ILK -11 ...;L2j{;t1j + ; L KI I LK-1 1 ...I,
	
+ ...;nK}jL K -1j...j11
The program outputs matrix L and a in each cross-axis for beam 1 to beam








Numerical  values of Gamma i , i-1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 1 as calculated by the
program are correct but the signs for some of the Gammas might be reversed
due to loading direction chosen in Equations A-3 and A-4. The following
signs are associated with each of the Garmnas.
Ga-nna i , i = 1, 2, 3 are the rotation; in radians about axes x, y, z or x,
Z, y ( depending upon whether first cross axis is the Y-Axis or Z-Axis) for
unit loads in Ft-Lb applied about axes x, y, z or x, z, y respectively.
These three Gammas are alwaysosp itive.









5 r Disp. in Z-Dir. For Unit
in Z-Dir. (FT/LB) Always Positive.
4	 = Disp. in Y-Dir. For ln ► t
in Y-Dir.(FT/LB) Always Positive.
6 = Rnt . Ahnut Y-Ax i s For Unit
in Z-Dir. (Rad /LB.) Always Negative.
7 - Rot. About Z-Axis For—MT-
in Y-Dir. (Rad/LB.) Always Positive.
If first cross axis i-s the Z-Axis Gaim ►a 5 = Disp, in Y-Dir. For Unit Force
in Y-Dir.	 (FT/LB) Always Positive.
Gamma 4 - Disp. 4n Z-Dir. For Unit Force
In Z-Dir. (FT/LB.) Al , vays Positive.
Gamma 6 = Rot. About Z-Ax's or nit Force
in Y-Dir. (Rad/LB.) Always Positive.
Gan a 7 = Rot. About Y-AxisFor 0 it Force
In Z-Dir. (Rad/LB.) Always Negative.
Input Parameters
H.P.-9825 Display	 Disp. Duration
Secs













B.? CALCULATION OF IN() EFFECTOR FLEXIBILITY - PROGRAM B
To accetis the program and run it same procedure as on p age 11 is to be
^	 A
followed. In step 4 instead of typing ldf 3 type ldf 2 and press the
"w
EXECUTE key.
Respon,e Required From User
No Resp. Req. info. only
Enter Outb'd roll angle, p ress "Continue"
Enter shoulder yaw angle, E^ress "Continue"
Enter shoulder pitch angle, press "Continue"
Enter elbow pitch angle, press "Continue"
Enter wrist pitch angle, press "Continue
Enter wrist yaw angle, press "Continue'
Enter hand roll angle, press "Continue"
Enter Attach pt. to shoulder pitch
.ength in ft. and press "Continue"
Enter Sh. pitch to E1. pitch length
in ft. and press "Continue"
Enter E1. pitch to wrist pit(-;, length
in ft. and press "Continue"
Enter wrist pt. to wrist yaw length
in ft. and press "continue"
Enter wrist yaw to E.E. tip length
in ft. and press "Continue"
(14) Print Transf.-Beam 1
	
2.	 No Rcsp. Req. info only
to 0. • b Sys?
(15) 1 = Yes 0 = No
	
2	 No Resp. Req. info only




H.P.-9625 Di-.play Di-,D.	 Duration Respon.p Required From User
• Secs
(17) Print Transf-Beam 2 2 No Resp. Req. info. only
to Orb Sys?
(18) 1	 = Yes	 0 = No 2 No Resp. Req. info. only
(19) Y22 - Enter	 1 or 0 as desired, press 	 "Continue"
(20) Print Transf-Beam 3 2 No Resp. Req. info. only
to Orb Sys?
(21) 1 = Yes
	 0 = No 2 No Resp. Req. info. only
(22) Y22 - Enter 1 or 0, press "Continue"
(23) Print Transf-Beam 4 2 No Rcsp. Req. info. only
to Orb Sys?
(24) 1	 = Yes
	
0 = No 2 No Resp. Req. info. only
(25) )'22 - Enter	 1 or 0, press "Continue"
(26) Print Transf -Beam 5 2 No Resp. Req. info. only
to Orb Sys?
(27) 1	 = Yes
	 0 = No 2 No Resp. Req. info. only
(28) Y22 - Enter 1 or 0, press "Continue"
(29) Use	 Built-in flex 2 No Resp. Req. info. only
coefficients?
(30) 1	 = Yes
	
0 = No 2 No Resp. Req. info. only
(31) Y22 - Enter 1 or 0, Press "Continue"
If the answer is no, i.e., 0 Entry in (31), Display will start from (32),
otherwise from (40).
(32) Input flex.	 2	 No Re
coefficients-Gammas
(33) Z [1,1]	 -	 Enter
press
(34) Z [2,2]	 -	 Enter
press
;p. Req. info. only
Gamma 1 for Beam 1,
"Continue"





N.t' _ y;t'!,	 Ili`pl 1v 11i2, nuration	 Rv ,;m ntiv Ro uirt , d From l)'_r
(35) Z (3.3] -
	
Flit or Ganrna 3 for Beam 1,
preti-^ "Cunt mule"
(.;t) Z (:+,`.] -	 Ent or G,urana	 4 for l oam 1,
press "Continuo
(3J) Z [6,0] -	 Enter Gamna	 5 for Boam 1,
press " Coil I IIIUe"
(3;1) Z [2,6] -	 Inter Gamma	 t, for (team 1,
pl . 0%S "Coll t 	 l lnl'"
(3 1 1 Enter Gamna	 7 for ttt l ,ul, 1.
press "Continue"
Msplay will repoat from (3:') to (3 1)) unt i I t lexibi l ity Coefficients for all
tile , f ive beams have been ontere.l
(-10 Print End - Effector
.rin t lox.?
(^ 1) 1 n Yes 0 r No
(4?) Y22)
(43) i'r i nt the Jacob i an
matrix?
(4-1) 1 - Yes 0	 NO
(45) Y?2
(4b) Print ,joint t lox.
nl.ltrix?
(47) 1	 Y,-. 0	 No
(4s)
End of the program;
2	 No Resp. Req. info. on1v
No Resp. Req. info. only
-	 Entry	 1 or 0. press "COntinut'"
"	 No Resp. Reel. info. only
2	 No Resp. Req. info. only
-	 Entrr	 1 or 0, press "Continue"
2	 No Resp. Req. info, only
No Resp. Req. info. only
Enter 1 or 0. pros y "Font i nue"
B-9
PROGRAM OUTPUT DCSCRIPTION
Output ohtainod dept-nds upon tho user's choice. The following data (except
the Components of hoanr irngths in the "rist - pitch system and the ,joint
flexibi 1 ity terms for tilt , torque motor modol which k always printed) is
optional and can he Printed or not printt'd.
(i) lransfor-nration matrices - from bean eoordin.ite systems to orbiter
system.
(ii) Ind-Effector arm flexibility in W-pitch system i.e., if
pop is a 6x1 dot lection rnatri\ at (tic E.I. due to 1i',,j loads at the
	
E.E. then I S^o j 	 I)HP,,I.	 Anil ;Y} is the 6x6 I.E. flexibility matrix.
( i i i ) Jacobi an 60 matrix for the given ,irm coni it.jurat ion
iv) Joint flexibi 1 ity matrix. For a six ,joint system, six rotations
(one rotation at each ,joint) can be related to torques at each joint
thru Joint flexibility matrix.
	




Calculate the flexibility coefficients of an at-in composed of f ive beams with
the following number of segments, section and material properties.
Boam 1
Number of segments = 3
Segment 1 Segment 2 Segment 3
Length	 (I14) 1.0 16.0 11.0
Youngs Modulus 1.0 x	 10 7 1.0 x	 10 1 1.0	 x	 107
E:	 (PSI)
Shear Modulus 3.84615 x	 106 3.84615 x	 10 6 3.84615 x	 106
G	 (PSI)
Moment of 1.05 6.8 30.6
Inertia,	 First
Cross Axis	 (10)




Polar Moment 10.55 400.00 63.00
of	 Inertia	 (I0)




Numher of Segments - 3
Segment 1	 Seg,nent 2
	 Segment 3
Length (IN)	 15.0	 235.0	 15.0
Younq's Modulus
	

















	 55.6	 197.0	 55.6
of Inert i a (10)
Beam 3 .
NUlilher of Segments = 3
Segment 1 Segment 2 Segment 3
Length
	 (IN) 15.0 235.0 15.0
Younq's Modulus 1.0	 x	 10 7 2.22 x	 10 7 1.0 x	 107
(PSI)
Shear Modulus 3.84615 x
	
106 5.63 x
	 10 6 3.84615 x
	 106
(PSI)
Moment of	 Inertia 27.0 37.4 12.0
First	 Cross Axis
(IN 	 )
Moment of Inertia 27.0 37.4 2.8
Sexd Cross Axis
(IN	 )





Number of Secynents a 2
Segment 1	 Segment 2
Length (IN)	 15.0	 10.0
Young's MOdUlUS




	 3.84615 x 106
	3.84615 x 106
(PSI)
Moment of Inertia 12.0	 1.808
Fir , t Cross Axis
( IN -1
 )







Number of Segments = 3
Segment	 1 Segment 2 Segment 3
Length
	 (IN) 10.0 20.0 15.0
y ounq's Modulus 1.0 x	 10 7 1.0 x	 10 7 1.0	 x	 107
(PSI)
Shear Modulus(PSI) 3.4 .5615
	 x	 106 3.8.1615
	 x	 10 6 3.84615 x
	 106




Mment of Inertia 8.0 50.0 1000.0
Second Cross Axis
( I N'1)




Output from Prclgrim 'A'
AVAal Pr. TO SWULDUR PlTCd-tlk:Aa 110. ONk:
SNJULUL'R t' 1 1': sl 'rJ LL. I' l ► 'Csl • OCAM NJ. TM
LLJOW ► 'IrCll 1'J kiAI +'r PI'1'C11 . O:A•1 :,J. 'r111tGE
NIti:3r I'Irca '1'J 1;RIS'r YAW - 0i \:i NO. FOUR
,iR15r YA.4 I'J Ca0 1'Fr t:Cl'Jl4• 3EA;I NO. ME





I 'l1,21	 - 3.40OJJJd	 01
1.12,11
	 - 0.000000E	 JU
















L12,11 -	 J. 00000J6 00
L(1,11	 1.000JJ0E OU
1 (1 1 11	 7. 996 132 u- 06
r ( 1,:!
	 S. 94-12271;-05
c 12,11 -	 3. 39J693K-07
1(2,21	 3. 553J24:: - 0G
3I:M NO. - 1--- - el,f.^ ► JIL1 ►'Y OJErF.
G.\rlrl\I 11 -	 1.2624411:-06 rad/ft-lb
GAA:1\121 -	 4.633053:-•06 rid/ft-lb
GAHrt\131 -	 4.U7t1 .131:-O(t rad/ft - lb
GAA t\ 141 - -1. 710339::-05 ft/ lb
GAa..\ I -,I - -2 2026601;-05 ft/ lb
;,AC:\lt, l - -9.5450516-OG ra-l/lb
GA:4-:\ ( II n -7. 996732t;-06 Cad/ lb
FOR 0CAA NO - 2--AATKIX 1.12X2.15 t 12X21 rOR 30NDING AXIS^l
1,1 1 , 11 1. O.)0000,.	 00
L11,21 :. eSl JJOr:	 02




r	 (1,	 11 2. 396172c-013
r l 1,2 1 1, u04u:)7r,-03
c 12, 11 2. 13579OF-07
c (1,21 2. 39G172r:- 0s
001: ; 4 1:A 1 NO s 2--;I.tl'stt:: 1,12X21 i r 12.01 FOR [l1:ND[tJG AXIS-2 -
L( 1 , 11	 1. 000000E 0J
L I I .1	 2. t.'.)OJOJ;: 02
L l2 , 11 s	 0. 000000x: 00
L 12 ,21 -	 1. 0JJ0JOE 00
6 (1 , 11	 2. 3 9G 172 t: -• 0'i
t (1,21	 1. 604G5%-0 1
112,11 -	 2. 1d579Jt:-01
r (2.11 -	 2. 396172E-05
01_x•1 NJ.	 2----rLE.<ltt ILL CY COEFF.
G,\.1::\(11 	 s	 •1. 226U31t, - Ou r.id/ft - lb
GA .111A 21 -	 2.6229'181,-0u rau/ft - lb
CA. 1:1\1 31	 2.622943.:-J6 rad/1'c-lb
,; :\.1.:\ ( 11	 -5. Q.)J41d.: -04 ft/ Ih
J.\)1:1\ ( A a -5. 0')J4' 1 dr:-0 .1 CL/ 11)
GA.-I. 1\ Jul	 -2. 37u 11.: - 15 ra l/ lb
ZA:I..\ 1 I1







WK tlEM NO n 3--MMIX L12X21L c 12X21 FOR UC44O144G AAIS-1
L11,11	 n 1.OJUJJJt:	 OJ
L( 1,21
	 • 2. 65UO00d	 02
( L (2 ,11 0. 0JJJ00t'
	
00
L 1:',: 1 1. JOJJJoe	 00
[	 (1,11 5..17454u,:-05
c ( 1,21 4. 01132"o;-03 
[(2,11 4.635)26-07
[ ( 2 ,21 7. OlJuiJe - 05




L(1,21	 • 2. 650000F.	 02
1.12	 11	 n 0.OJ0000d	 00
L12,21 1. UOJOJJt;	 UO
r	 ( 1,11 5. 582Sd26-05
c	 11,21,	 _ 4. 797313E-03
c (1,11	 = d. 74 306 94-0 7
r 12,21 1. 7536554-04 
LlLAl	 .1J. 3----rLt:XIc31Ll'fY C)EFF.
:\:4 IN ( 11 7. 913995)-06 rad/f t-lb
GAM. I. -%	 '1 5.503111E-06 rad/ft-lb
( ;A'd:1\ 1 31 1.049163x:-US ra,l/f,t-lb
GA i,1 \ 141 n 	 -3. 33j442-'-04 ft/ I 
GA,1.1\ ( 51 _	 -d. 304 772t:-J4 ft/ lb
J.\:t,•1\ (61 =	 - 5. 2 74546.; - US racl/ lb
G,\,t:•^1 (71 =	 - 5. 5J27u2Z - 0S rad/ lb
` FOR oi;AA NO	 — 4-- :4A'PRI X	 1, ( 2X21 6	 r 12X21 FOR ►3E.40I.4C AXI S, l
L11,II	 = 1. JJOJJJr:	 00
` L(1,21	 = 2.5J00J&'	 U1
L(2,11	 - J.OJJJUJB	 00
L12,21	 - 1.0JO0J0d	 00
[ 11,11	 n 4. 9641601-06
c11,21	 n u.313359e-05
r(2,11 6.6033190-07
r 12 ,21 1. 16441-1X:-05
FOR IILAM NU	 •	 4--IArIt1X	 L12X211.	 r(2X21 FOR BENDING AXIS-2
I ' [ 1 ,1 1 	- 1. 000000::	 OJ






1,12	 21	 - 1. 000000L.
	
00
[	 ( 1,11	 - 1. 00J0JJr,'-05
[ ( 1 ,21	 - 7. 172619::-05
c(2,11	 - 6.5071.13t:-07
r 12 ,21	 n v. 511357 ,-06
JL:A4
	
.4J. n 	 4----rLl,XL	 ll,ITY
JAM, 1\ ( II -	 1. 513U301:-07 ra,l/f t-lb
( -A, 1.1\121 =	 7.923943.:- 06 rad/ft - lb
GA, 1.1\111 -	 7.9:3571.-Ju rail /ft-1b
CA. I. L\ (	 11 -1. 43.	 6151'-05 ft/ lb
Z-A.li•1\ 151
-	
-4. 37245&4-06 ft/ lb
G•\'1.1\ (i.1 =	 -4. do .; IuOs: -06 rail/ lb





F.11t OI:A.4 NJ	 ► 	 5- -iArt 1 X L l:x:l i
	
r 12A.')	 iUR dl:.WING AX15.1
L( 1,11	 n 1. OJUJON: OJ






( L 12,21	 n 1. 0000,10 :	 00
t	 11,11 2.24&14i3t;-U5	 .'
t	 11,21 1.: 1uu51t:-U4
t11,11	 • i.	 lud3I)t:-07
r(2,21	 n 1.53291JC-0u
FVct UCAA NO n 	 S- - tkrtiiX L(2R2) t 	 r (2X2)	 i0R OENDNI,; AXIS-2
1.1	 1 ,11 1. JJJJJOE	 OJ
L11,21
	 • 4.500JOU 01
L12,11
	 • 0. JJUJJJt:	 00
1.12,21
	 • 1.OJ0000E	 OJ




r (2,11	 n 1.665000E-07
r12,21	 n 1. 4312SOC-06
J LA. 1
	
N''J. n 	 5----i L,L:X1.11LITY CVEFF.
;.%.1 4%11) 1. U231J`)d-J6	 ca,)/ft-lb
GAA:t\12) n 	 6.9211d36--06	 rail/(t-lb
3A.1.1%131 n 	 1.913000-'-C6	 rad/Et-lb
.P.%.I;L1(4 -1.49')729::-US	 ft/lb
,;A.I:11 (51 •	 -7. 3953176-07	 tt/ lb
GA:1•tl (6) n 	 -2. 2 41 .153,:-05	 ra.t/ lb





Calculate end effector arm flexibility in the wrist-pitch system for a five
beam arm defined by the following beans lengths and orientation. Use the
built -in flexibility coefficients for each beam.
Outboard Roll Angle
	 n 19.20
Shoulder Yaw Angle =	 0.0°
Shoulder Pitch Angle = 90.0°
Elbow Pitch Angle =	 -30.00
Wrist Pitch Angle = 30.0°
Wrist Yaw Angle = 0.00
Nand Roll	 Angle = 0.0°
Beam 1 Length, FT = 2.874033
Beam 2 Length, FT = 20.920833




Beam 5 Length,	 FT = 4.416667
Output From Program it
The following output is obtained by answering "Yes" to all the print options
available.
w 1'JJARJ 1:JLL' ANCLE • t 0
y i,JJLL)CA YAN .%.WLI; -r1
SWULUCA 1 1 11CH A6ICLE +r2
VLOJ:; P1'1CH ANkMa r3
►14151' I' 1 rCll A,.GLE-r4
W,11 Sr YAJ A,+4LE-VS
,I,1,JU RJLL 'Al.%;LE•to
AIrACH PT. 7'J "tOJOUR PIT CH LC . itCH n r1
`	 SJJJLDCA e I l'Zil W L:...N; e 1 !CH LVAGNI- 0
EL. i ► O,1 PIrca 'rj ICRI Sr 11TZit Lt:.1uritIt9
dAISr P1:CH rJ WAISr YA4 LE.X i'd•r10
^.'AlSr YAW 1'J t:,W EtFCCi'JR LL..GCllmrll
rK%NF,rOtL•1Ar1OA hQ.4 0EAM om: , SY.re..i 'r0 0!L ► ITt:tt sY:;,mm
0.00JOJJL:	 OJ 0.0000JJd	 UJ 1.0006000; JO
-3.288666c:-01 9.443744,:-01 0.00000Ut; 00
-9.443764x.-01 -1.288666::-01 0.000000r. 00
rrL\:;	 eizxi tlt:A.4 TO,) ':'J ovii ,rrR SYSTEM
0. 0	 00 U. 00JJJUd	 00 -1.0000006 	 00
-3.288666:-U1 -9.443764:-01 0.000000E	 00
-9. 4437440-01 3. 28do64d-01 0.000000C.	 00
'1'RA.ISFO ►L';ATION FROM 3EA.M THREF z;Yj,rE:i 'r0 0; ;3ITrII SYSTEM
-5. UOOJI.`jc;-01 0. J00000e.	 00 -3. 660254E-01
-2.8440694-01 -9.44:'7644-01 1.6.143336-01
-8. L78S39t;-01 3.288666x.-01 4. 7218JU-01
rRAASFOR.!ArIOA FROIM NCAM FOJR 5Y:irE.4 'r0 orlirrEH 5YS1•E14
0.000UJUc	 OU 0.0000004	 OU -1.00000J,:	 00
-3.298666U-01 --9. 4431u-IF-01 1.000000,:-12
-9.441764E-UL 3.2886664-OI. 0.003000E	 00
rRAV.; O ►tAATION FRJA drA:i a I'.'E	 SYJTe.I TO	 01:1I't'ER	 :;YS VE; 4
O.000JJUt^	 00 0.000OOJC:	 OJ -1.0000004	 00
3.233666::-01 -9.43316.1,;-01 1.0030001:-12
-9.443 -161,:-C1 3.233666,:-01 I. 000000C,	00
C-g
CA LCOLAfC COiVOUL' NYS Of LC+.CC91 YCCTaNS I14 fdC WAIST-i'ITCN iYSTIN
COAP0.4.ITS Of SCAM T03 LYN.tPd 1:1 TdC aNIS!-PICCit SYSTEM
2. 0920d3a; 01	 -2.091313x:•11	 -b. ddu161t;-12
CO:VJNLNTS Of SCAM CMitC1 LCArd 1M Ti41 URIS! - P1CCM SYSTEM
2. 0059311 01	 2. 3102 SOd • 11 	 1. 15312 51	 01
CJMPO .ICd1'S JP BEAM YOUR LrAGri1 IN THE WRIST - PITCH SY;TE71
1. 5000401: 00	 0.0000009 OU	 0. 0JOOJC¢	 00
Ca:tp OaL.irs or dEA'1 PIJC LE.ICTIt IN THC WAIST-PITCri SYSM4
4.4166171: OU	 1.3333314-12	 0.0000JOC	 00
ENO LrrCCTOrt Am fL1%IBILITY IN T.1C WRIST-PITCH SYVEN
L. IS37JOC -05 	 2.0352S3x:-il	 1.013253E- Jo 	- 1.471053E -1b 	 -a. 4071811 -05 	4.12 17069 -16
2.0152SIC-17	 2.701000E-OS	 -d. 0094019-18	 1.05463li.-04	 -1.1050911:-16	 -I.S3361SC-04
1. 0132SOC-06	 -4.009401d-ld	 2. a1S7JJd-0S	 -2.'s 2931-16	 1.6999 14C - 01 	 2.619363x: - 16
1.411OS39 - lb	 1.05461P; - 04	 -2.1)92939-11	 1.' ,1630-03	 -7.129215:-15	 -3.9619169-03
- 3.4U71d1C - 05	 - 1.1JSJ7lE- lu 	 4.i94')049 - 04	 - 7.12)2752 - 15	 1.7654S1E- 02 	1.471611x:- IS
4. 111736.:-16	 -4.543bl59-04	 2.ild4odE-16	 -3.9619461-03	 1.1736120-15	 1.545254x:-02
JACUJIAN ►OR THIS Am COrtf. IN THE /AISl'-PICCt1 SYSTEM
I.OJ00J0E OJ	 - 1.OJ00J0e - 12	 2.000000E - 12	 J.OJ0000E 00	 0.000000E 00	 1.000000C 00
-1.033333:-12	 1. JOJOOJI UO	 1. JCOJCOL 00	 1. CJJOJOZ 00	 0. OJOOJCE OO	 2. OJJCJJ9-12
-3.2ddaoid - 13	 -9.443764E - 13	 -7.6 3 50972 - 14	 0.000004)C 00	 1.00J000f. OJ	 0.00000OP. 00
-1. 153125E-11	 1.1561.5E 01	 1. 15d125-1 01	 0.00J000L 00	 -d.d333349-12	 0.CJ0000E 00
-1. 153121E 01	 -3.:7J69)9-11	 -2.5197730-11	 0.0JJJ4)J9 OJ	 4.41ui67E OJ	 0. 000000c 00
S.7911JI6-11	 -4.0394)411 01	 -2.5975)4E 4)1	 -5.914*0E 00	 0.UJO4)JC2 00	 0.0000000 OU	 -
JOINT rLLAI3ILI'CY )L\CNIX
1.047453E - 04	 6. 1 0i1546 - 17	 3.6311652 - 17	 1.779747E - 16	 -2.9J0ia11 - 05	 - 9. 7140120- 05
6. 1)i754E-17	 6. 1951J1C-06	 -3.027:944-01	 -3.7JIJ52::-07	 -2.973012E-17	 - 6. 1`.14)9)2-17
3.6113oJ.r.-17	 -3.027:949:-4)7	 2.059004x:-06	 1.227J40E-Oo	 2.715))3--I1	 -4.73171)9-17
1. 7797476 - 16	 -1.7323529 - 4)7	 1.227d4Ud-06	 1.71Jo0JE-05	 -b.o03703.:-17	 -1.b24JISi:-16
-2. 934)5.31:-05	 -2. 1 136119-11	 2. 71 1 9)3:.-18	 -6.69J1JJE-17	 2. SIS700 1 -OS	 3.0319J6L'-O5
-9. 7140114-05
	
-u. 1500992-11	 -4.7117794-17	 -1.624015.,-1u	 J.06190o9-05	 1.4)405141-04
JOINC YLEdId11.ITIEB .UR TIIL 'fCN,)U1: WTUA MJOLL
dilJJi•DLR	 3iWULOCELOO11	 t.",tl3C	 ° x_C	 II.>N0
`	 YAJ J C.	 PI CCN J C.	 ►'I CCII J'C.	 P1 C^:1	 C.	 YAd J C.	 HULL
x	 1. IU67E-JS 6. 1$7.1:-^,	 2. SSd5C-Oi	 1. 65JUE-05	 1. 9J544-05	 1. 3515x'.-OS	 t•S





3GAMMA (1) -	 7.913996 x 10-6
GAMMA (2) =	 5.563111	 x 10-6





GAMMA (5) =	 8.304772 x 10-4
GAMMA (6) =	 5.274546	 x 10-5








C.3 Comparisun of Results





Calculated by Program 'A'
GAMMA (1) - 4.226034 x 10-6
GAt•141A (2)  - 2.6229 .18 x 10-6
GAMMA (3) - 2.622943 x 10-6
GAMMA (4)	 5.058498 x 10-4
GAMMA (5) = 5.058498 x 10-4
GAMMA (6) - -2.896172 x 10-5
GA!tM ( 7 ) = 2.896172 x 10-5
Flexibility Coefficients Used









C.3.2 End-Effector Flexibility. Progra,n '8'





































































-4.533615 x 10 -4
0.0





D.! Listing of Program A
O: [lt 6
L,tt I el 3. 6, z
j: fmt 1, ft. 0 c22
3: frt 3,1/
4: fmt. 4, fl. 0, c4 l,fI. 0
5: fmt 5, cl 3. 6
6: wrt 6, "A1' ►'ACII Pr. T O SdOJLUc: k Y1'1'CJi-dEA : 1 140. ONE'
7: w  t u, "SjWLuGR PITCH r%) l:1,. PiTCii & .3CAA NO. T436
a: w r t u, "Ei.dJ.l P1rCrl '1'0 1-Al-iT PI • ►'ai n 3C%.1 :40. rilREE'
9: wrC 6, ".:KIST i l ITCl 1'J l.A IST YAW'-3FA:4 .0. tOJk"
lU: w r t	 YAO T o
 E,:U EF EC ► 'jA-JL:A1-1 NO. F1'JE"
11: wct 6. 3
11: dim L[SJJ,E1501,I(501,;,(501,11501
13: di^ Al2,21,•g12,21,J(2,21	 12	 1 ,L)(2,21,F12,21,312,21,ti12,21
14: dim P(71
15: dsp "JEA A.
 017C,FIR:;r CKOSS AXIS";wait 2001)
16: 1+rU
17: enn " .40. OF 56G.4EN TS' ,S
Id: 1+O
19: 1•a<
20: dsp "t:OTANO,J USED FOR SEt3d: J'1' Y." ;wait 2000
21: dw: -) "L(::l = J,r:.IGfif, I r;C : IES" ; w a i t 2000
22: d-9 "E(K] - YJU,iGS WD., P3I"; '.+a it 2000
23: 's? "GIK1 n SdEAR 1 1)0., PSI" ; wait 2000
24: dsp "I[i,I u .10AEAT OF IJER.,(I,:)'4";.rait 2 00 0
1,5: Jsq " J(KI=e'OLAR i'.)Ar. I .JEA.,(IJ)^4" ; wait 2000
2d	 en:, L(:^I	 IKI,•;I;I,IlK1,JIK1






30: U+A ( 2 ,11	 fi*kCEDfNC PAGE BLANK NOT FILMIE,31: 0•;J ( 1,1( +ti ( 1,21 •t: [2,11 +e4 (2,2132: 1+K
33: L(F1L(F;]/2d(KJI(K1+D[1,11+13(2,2[
34: :, ( i; I L (KIL(K] /ut:(r;11 [K]+x[1,21
35: L(K] /c [:;J I [ (J+^?(2,10







43: LI	 /L; I.;J 1 jK]+U 12,1[
44: mat CA-F
45: mat Cd+d
46: ma t DA•1.1
47: ara I1+,1-ii
43: a ca l' • A
49: ara U+a
50: alto 36
51	 t - 4
	 •wr u. , t(A% D6A11 NO =
	 , r0, --JArRIX 1,[2X21 L r (2X21 FOR DErJOLIG AXIS-",0
52: w r t 6.5,"L(I,1) _ ",X\(1,11
53: w r t 6.5,'1,[1,2( _ ",,1( 1,21
54: wrt 6 . -),"1,(2.11 = ",x(2,11
55: w r t G.5,%12,21 _ ",A(2,2j
56: w c t 6.5,"r(1,1) _ ",13(1,1)
57: 'art 6. 5,., r II ,21 = ", )1(1,21	 l
53: w r t 6. 5, 'r (2,1)
51: w r t u. 5, 'r (2,21• _.", 13(2,2(
60: it U51; ; LO )0
	 r
61: 12s12,LI •P(21
62: (3(1,21	 jI,l ► AI1 2])112•t'f51
63: 1,312,2(- ,1(2,11.x(1,2) • ► '(GI
D-1
u4: 041.0	
..	 .. ... _	 _.	 .
65: d:.p	 * . ,0.IE44r OF	 INC It. - 2A0 CRJ3S A X I ,";wait 2000 .•	 '
66: 1.1(
`	 ^.	 •^
t 67: cno	 I JKl
ud: i t	 A%..; K 4 1 • .c;.)to
	 67
69: yto 2d




'a: 1:1.1x:1/0l K IJ lK)•1'(11
75; if	 M.-;=K#1•K;gto	 77
75: Ito 78
17: 12LIKI /Olrril.11K1 1 !1 111•t'llit1to 15
73: w r t	 b.:,"OLWI	 i;J.	 ",tJ,"---- k'LCX1^11L11'1' 1'U r:F'F.' 1	 t'^	 .^
79: wtt	 5.1,"k.\.L1A111	 n 	 ",e(11," caJ/ft - Ib"
80: w r t
	
6.1,".:\1.:\121	 n 	 ',r(:1," rid/ft- lb”
dl: w r t	 6.	 1,".:\.1. :\131	 -	 ".fl i t	 ," raJ/ft- lb"dJ: Wrt	 v.	 1,"C'\.1..\141	 v	 ",1`10)," ft/lb"
dl: w I t
	 v.	 1,"":\.1.1\(51
	 ?I^1," ft/lb"
8 .1: wrt	 6.	 1, • C.\.1.1\(61
	 , ►'it,l," r ill/ lb•
d:^: wrt
	 6.1, "t:\ ;1.•l\171 	 ",r111," cad/lb"
d6: w t t
	 6. 3
87: it	 r0<^;r0#1 • t0;gto	 d9
d0: Ito 93
89: if	 r0 . 2;dsp	 "BrU 'r.IJ,F i il	 r CRJSS AXIS" ;wait 2000;.) to 17
90: if	 [U-3;dsh	 "UF:A:d '1a-cr:,FIRa'r CUSS AX15 ";wait 2000;Ito	 17
t 91 : i t	 r0 • C ;dsn	 ".12AA rJJA	 F'lROT Ct%JSS	 AXI:;" ;w.tit 2000;Ito	 17
9': if	 rU-5; ish	 ":1F:A"1
	







11..' list ilit Of Pr o ' ll . ,Im It
u: Ill Y
It w t t t• , • tAf :'.IJANV 101.1. kICLE • t tl •
T:
31 w i t .., ",CU.IUI.JLi: i l l l'Ctl AN6i.t r1. •
4: wt t u, ", t.1.).l t'l it'11 Ai%01.0	 1 1"
wtt o,"...11
	 r 1'11'CU AA-.. L i 14•
b: wt t
	 Y.1,1 AA61.1: •t',•
l: wit u,". L ► .iJ HJL.l. A...a.t:•tu*
N: wtt u, • At'l'ACII
 
Pr. l'J SNJJ1,0 114 P11'4tl Leac. rti-[1'
w t t t• , ":',1JJLUL.t t' 1 rca 1'J	 1' 1 rcu l.Cd11'.I t i ,
10: wt t u, "t I..t.1•I i l l lVil 1'J 1,.:15r O i l 1"'11 Ll"Wr,l ill,
ll: wtt t , , ".,U31 PICCO CO Nttl;il YA..' Li:,We,1erIJ•
l.t w t t t., "..1tl i' YAd 1'J END t: t'V,'rJA Lcwurtl•ci1•
11: Int 1,1/
14: W1 t b. l
15t 
.11.1 A11.11.•113,31.C(3.11,D13,31.t'(1,It,r13,11 ,aIi,iI,i1(i,11
lot d1..% 113,11,J13,11.K13.11.Ll3,11,111.11,.(u,t+) 	 114,,ul,P1t.,ul
llt	 Jln Q(u O tt l ,itlt+,( ' I,.iIit p t,I .r11),4)1 ,.%lt',t-1 ,t I 	 t+l ,. (t,,tl I ,L l 13, 11
tat
lit	 AND Lt'Jt.l IS' ;wait 2000
11:	 0•tl:
'1: an,+ tit.
T.: it 111%1111tt12 • t1:;yto 21
23. -1 • J(1,11 ;J•Ull,: 1 • 0(1,31 • t112,11 -013,11
14: -cos(ti1 1 •Ul:,: l:
	
. (t 0) •u 13, 311nI ni t 3) •012.11 •013,21
•:+I I ,1) • A(1,.' l • A1: , 3) •A(3,31
t.:	 I-All,ll
-alntt,ll • A11,11 -Al 1,:1
lit: c-0,1 1 9 .112,:1 :
	
• It J) •A(t,ll
14: AII,II • I(I.111AI. ,II • 41: ,II;AI I,I1 -.41 1,1)
► t1 ;	 (.nt : ,, • l {. i.,5X,	 (I !)X rl t,0,1/
.1 1	 L" l ,1 , , ` ► { .u,I X,all. u,3X,rIJ.u,3X,r13.C,	 x, el J. it,IX,el3.b
d:.a "1't tnt	 I't.tn::(-. ► •,1,n 1 r. I Q( L) Sy:11";w.1it .JJU
.1. • +	 l • Yt::^	 U .JJ "Iwait 1000
alit r22
it t:.•0;•Itu 39
+.t t G," I'It.\V::;'^,,:.1\1'lt',V t'RJ.1 :1 t' \ 1 bile sYsvr.'`i
	 01t.11 re 
	 SY.,; ,r ,%t"
wit o.: ' A(c2 1 ,11 ,\lt : 1,: 1 , \lt	 t ,
 I I jma (lt t: { . c23)	 3l•:t^I	 11; tt•.t(l,tl.,,	 ,11 .1 13,11 •t ► 13,2i
• ,11,11 •,11	 'I
::In(tlt • ttll.'l1-:: ► n1t ll •. ► I: ,11
1., I;,^I;t1.,•Il..l 	 l•,ll	 !', tl '13,21
c.' : t^•'I •^ll,ll • .13. 1 1: •In t l.) •:13,11;•oin(t21-^ 11,11
t t it 	 0
t t n C •,:
1.1a t 0t'. r
.;11,'I •1('1, :1:,.(:,'I •;(ti,:l;r.(3,:1 ..II'1,:I
,I tv ' 0t i lit IL m.: t -.3o am
	
I'.+ t't t, :y .: " ; tr,l t t . J4 0
J:a+	 I - US , 0-AJ "Iw.1il .0000lit r12
►
 t c22 . 01.1t
	 S6
i•ctl
wit	 F'I:•t 1 ►ICAm r,&) 'r0 010 t rElt
w t t	 :I,.,I('3,II;IInn (1	 3•t_'3)?3
co-;1t {1 •_ (1.11
	 1 1 , 11 ;	 L 111 3) •. ( 3,11; - stmt 31 •. (1,31
•; 1 1 1,11: u(2,11 •I1t1,11;0(1,21..I1 1;,31
J:.•+ ".': Ilit
	 ft .111,;	 Jean 3 i + Or L) ::Y.; l ";w.11t 1000
\.:5 ,0 • .40 "Iwait 2Ju0C% it
	
t:2




























651 wet 6, o nu%N :t'oR`t11'lw F RJrt lJrV4 rHFEi: i y3 rC:1 'ru URi firs SYSrEA'
66: wit 6.1,t)(r23,1),01t23.21 ulr2J,31;)wn (1•t23•03)>3
I	 67: coalr•J) •^ 11.11 -^:1j.31;:;in(r 4) •:.13,1 ► ;-stair it •:.(1,31
SJ: tin C•F
6Y: .nat OF•E
71: E 11,21- . 111' 9. 411;C12.21• , 1.1 0 41;r.13,?I •.121,41(	 71: dsp ",Mint Trannf-3ia.n 4 To ura Sys1";wait 2000
72: d!,,) ' 1-Y63 ,0-,JJ *;wait 2000
71: cnt r2Z
73: if t::-J; ,3to 78
75:	 1-r23
(	 70: w  t u,"CRAtJSPJILL)trlt)o FRJA SEA-1 1 FOUR SYj 'rE.•1 'ro omITCit SYSTEM'
7 7 : wit 6.2,41r23,11,r Ir23,2 1,.:Ir23,31:i,nn (1#r ► 3•.-23)>3
73: cc:;(r5i • x11,11 • 612,11;3inlr5l • till,21i-sin(t5) • al2,l)	 •
r 19: till B•F
80: ,T1 t i:r - B
81: i I1,31 • .1125,51;F12,31 •.4(26,5);F 3,31+.-;127,51
82: 1•,:II,11;0-011,21 •C( 1,3) • 12,11 -.,13,11it
	 d3: co.;( r u) • -'12,2 ► •.:( 3,31;ain(r6)-Z 2,31:-sin(r6)-013,21
d4: tin C•F
85: mat 1•F0,C,
d6: CI1, 11 • . 7131,61;C[2,11 • .1132,61;C[3,11 •1133,61
dl: dbo "Nrint rransf-&taam 5 ro Oro Sys:";wait 1000
831 dr.p " 1 n YCS ,0-.10 ';wait 2000
89: on t, r22
9J: it r22-0;yto 94
91: 1•it3
92: w r t 6,"'r%VJ;iFOMNTI0.J F113:1 3F.A:1 r1VE SYSrE:•l rJ oraIrrR :0)YSrt:4'
93: wit b..,,: lr23 ,11,.:(r23,21,C(r23,31;j.:r,p (1tr23•t23))3
94: i nv A• A
95: ,aat At:•B
96: trn O-A
97: A(1,1	 I,II;Al2,11•'4(2,1) A13,11 •.0(3,11
93 : i n v G •.;
99: mat Ct:•B
100: t r n 0•3
10): GI 1,21 • fI7,21 sG12,21 • , J (3,'l:G 3,2) X119,21
102: inv u- U
103: nat. Oii•B
f	 10 .1: tilt d.0
105: 0 11,21 • .,113,31: v(?..,2( • '.J(1a,31:O13,2J -.4(15,31	 ,
10o: 0-.1( l),.J 1 • .4121,41 , I*J120,41
1J 7: i rr y E-F
103: mat FC•0
109: ara 0•C
110: CI1,11 • J131,61 ;C12,11 •4132,GJ;C13,11 •4133,6)
11 1: i 'l n t:
112. wit 6, "CALCULATE; CO.-YONENrS OF I.EAC-rli VECI'OItS IN TIIE I:R(S'r-PI'iCrl SYSTEM'
t	 111: w r t. G. 1
114:	 rJ •.IIl,l1;0 •:112,11 * it (3,11
11.5: mat CA-1
116: wit u,"CJ:iPJ;JriJTS OF IIEA:I 'r1 •JJ LENGrti IN THE lJRI5r-PITCH JYJrt:M"
111: w r t U. ?, I II,11,112,11,113,11
113:	 c9•.1(l,I
11 ): ,nat MiOJ
12 U: w r t. 6.1
(	 121: wrC
	 OF JEA:•J 'rilau.' LE.J,7.itl IN THE WRIST
-PITCH SYSTE:1"
122: w • t o.^,.l(1,1),J(2,11,J13,11
123: rlu'r111,L)
U .): mat toI-d
	 ,.
12'5: wit 6. 1
124: wit G,"
	 Or 0x411 t'00 it LEIJk;i'I Ii; 'lilt: WRIST-PITcII




11`1: mat Cd-L	 •
130: wit 6. 1
131: wit 6,"CJ11PO:...:f5 OF JCAM t'IVk; 1.1.;.u'P11 iN flt: 11kc15P -PITCH SYS•PENO
132: wit u..,Lll,i1,L1:.11 +L(3,t-I
133: 1•[13




134: .•113,11 • v14,21 • vl•I.dl;- .1(3,11 • v15,11 •v15,71




tt1166 • v15,)1 • vl^. y l; - •111,11 • '16.21 • vl^, jl1131. 11 1 0111>2;gto 149
143: ata K+L•M
14 4: a t a J +:1 •.i
1	 14 y : 113,11-v 14 ' 141,-`113,11 •v15,131146: -.41'2,11 • V14,1!)1 ;012 11 -v(t•,1?i
147: ,•1(1,11 •	 15,l?I;-.111,11 •vIu,1-11
141: qt ,) L68
149: if 113>3;jto 11,5
150: a[a K4L•.4
151: 11(3,11 • V(4,20j;-.4(3,11 •V(5,191
152: -,1(:,11 •V1 4 ,1.1J;111 ? 1 11 •vIh ,19 1
153: M(1,11 •V15,21Jjr;1Jl,1J•V16,2JI
154: qto 16d
155: i f i 1 I>4,gto 172
1Su: ara U-A
157: ;t(3,1 ► • V(4,2oJ;-,1(3,1J • V(5,251	 •
1 Jdi	 i11i,11 •v14,21I; A J 2,I I • V 10,2 i1
159: At 1,11 •V15,211;.-1111,11 •v16,2uI
16J: Ito 163_
161: I-All ' 11 •!7 1 2 , 2 1 •11 1 3 , 3 ) •N ( 4 , 4 1 •N15,51 •N 16,61
162: 0 . 111,:'1 +,411,3) •N(1 41 •111,51 +!:( 1,61
163: u-c+1.,11 •,412,31 +n12, .It -1412,')1 •.:11,61
•	 164: 0-.1413 11 +1.1 3,2 1 +;: 11, 11 • N 13, 51	 1 3,61
165: 0 • .1(4,11 •N14,514N1•1r61
166: 0 • ;:(5,:1 •,a 15, 41•;;(5, 6I
167: 0•.;1u,31 *A(6,41•416,s1
163: X113,11 • ,:(4,21;-A13,11 • N1 11
169: -AI	 ,II • N1 .1 , 3 1;.112.11 • :71t',II	 -
170: .111,11 • N (5,31 ; - ;11 1,11 •N 16,21
171: jmp 2
171: idn N
•	 :i3: Crtt N•U
174: 1•x14
175: 1 0r15
17v: 0 . 1' ( rl4,3 1- r151 -P13+rl5, tl4)
17i: if
	 11G
17.1:	 it t l4<3; 1+ rl .1 • r14;.lto 175
179: If [13>1;.)to 186
130: 1 •114
131: 1•rl5
IJ2: AI r1I,r151 • P1t1.1,r151.Vj3 + r11,3+r151
ld3: if r1^ < 3; 1trl5 • rl5;yto 1.12
ld4: i f rl 1<3; 1+[l l • r14; ljto 181
115: yto 213
1JG: if rl3>2;gto 193
1;11:	 1.41.1
l;la: 1 . 115	 ^
1:f9: C.(ril,rl`il • I 1 (r14,[151 •P(3+r1.1,3+x151
190: iC 115,3; 1+415 • (11; 1 t Ld`)
191: i f r1 .1<3; 1+rl4 • 114: • 1t.o 143
D-5
1 4 2: qL0 113
193: /t	 rl3>3 ;yto 	 200
194: 1•rl4
195: 1•r15
199- uIr14,rl',I • PIr14,r1 ,)1 • P134r14,3# rl51
t	 19'1 if	 r15^1;1+t15 . 115;!to	 196
19d: if	 tl4(3;1+rl4•r1	 ;,Ito
	 115
19): qto 213
200: it	 rl3>419to	 207
201: 1.11 4
2 02 : 1•t15
203: Elrl4,r151•PIt1;,rl5l•P13#114,3tr151
2 01 : if	 115(3; 1+r1S • tlS; lto	 203
205: if	 r14(i;I+r14 • t14;9to	 202
20u: 9to 213






211: if	 rl5<3;1+tl^ • rl5;gto	 210
111: i f	 t 143; 1+r14 • r14;gto	 209
21 3: trn	 P*
214: 1f	 rl3>1;()to	 213
215: d Sp	 "U^;c	 JJl1t-In	 Flex	 COO f f i C ie 11 L J	 ;wait	 2000










218: if	 c22 n 0;gto	 244
•	 211: if	 r13>1;gto	 224
22U: 1.260-u • Z11 ,11; 4.0:jc-6 . 2[2,21; 4.632c-6•'213,31
221: 3. 32v sc-5•L(S,i); 2. 3^^3u-5+L[6,o1; -d. )^bc-o•Z(2,G1; 1.12c-5•'213,5[
•	 222: Z(1 ,61 •L(G,21;'L(3,S)•'L(5,1)
223: qto 148




•	 22d: qto 153
229: if	 rl3>3;-)to	 234
2 33 : 7,9JJc 6•'211,11;1.04310-S•212,21;5.:,63e-6•Z(3,31:8.3048c-4•Z[5,51
•	 231: 3.3304e-4•,.16,61;-5.5x3.-i • 't.(2,G1; 5.274e-5•Z[3,5)
232: 412,61 + •2(6,21	 13,51 • Z 15,31
233: gtc 253
` 2 34 : if	 r13>4;9to
	 239	 •
2 35: 7.44!--7 • Z(1,11 ;.7. 932e-6 • Z (2,21 ; 7. 92e-6-ZI3,31 ; 4, 87c-6 •Z [5,51
236: 1.43150-i•2(L,ol ; -1e-5 . 2[2,6); 4.dGc	 6+Z(3,51




240: 1. 020- 6-Z( 1,11 ;2. 004c-6-Z (2,21; 6. 924e-6+'2[3,31 ; 7. 33de-5- Z (5,5)
241: 1.89575c-5-Z[6,61; -u.01c-6--(2,61; 2.242c-5•Z[3,51
242: ZI2,61 • LI6,21 -Z13,51•Z(5,31
243; qto 253
244: J:;-)"I:;PJ'P FLEX.	 COEFFICIi.itCS-GA'V*AS";wait	 2000	 -	 ----	 ----
245: ano	 Z11,11 , L(2,21	 Z(3,31
	 , %I5,?I , Z ( 6 , 6 1	 Z[2,61	 ,'2 [3,51
246: 212,61 •Z(6,21;213,51 +L[5,11
2 .1 7: if	 113>1;.)to	 253
248: 0+2(1,21 +2(1,31-Z(1, 4) • Z11 ,51 •Z[1,61




251: 0 • L(4,11 •Z(4.21.2(4,31-2(4,4)-ZI4,51+Z[4.61
2 52 : 0 . 215,11 • Z[5,21	 •Z(5,41 •Z 15,61 +116,11 -Z[6,31 •Z(6,41 -Z 16,51
253: .nat	 4O•R
25 .1: mat	 ZR*3
255: gnat	 PS•T
256: if	 r13>1;gto 259
257: mat NP•X
253: gto 2G1
259: mat	 ii C*
26 U: a r a	 Y+X+X
161: 1+ rl 3-r1 3
262: if	 r13< = S;gto	 134
263: Jan	 "i'r int	 En-1-r;f fector
	 Arm	 F1ex.?";wait 2000





267: wrt	 6, 11 E,JU	 EFFi:CPJR	 ARM	 FLEXIa[LITY	 IN 'CilE
	 ► i:2I5'P-PI'I'^il	 SYSfE;.d"
2Gd: I-C23
269: w r t	 G.	 3,xtr23,11	 ,.{(r 23,21
	 ,.:Ic23,31	 ,t(c23,41,:{(c23,51
	 ,.Kjr23,61
2 70 : 1+r2 3 • r-' 3; iC
	




274: if	 r16 = r17;,1to
	 278
















283: 1 f i 13<3u: 4to 2ti0
234: 14 116-rli:
2J5: if t16( • 3;•3to 272
2d6: 4.116
2d 7: 1•rlI
23J: 0 • Vlclu,:l 71 • V11 ► clu,1 4 tl71 •v12+r14,2*rl 11
239; 1 • Vjr16,3 + 1171 -VI J+rlu , 4+rl 11 •V ( 2+r16 , 5# it 1)
290: 6+tl1•rl7
291: if r1R-31;yto 288
292: 4•tlu
293: 1.111
294: 0 • J(r16 4+rl71 •Vjc16,5+r17I
295: 6+r17 • r17	 _	 _- __ •__	 _._..__... .	 _. ._. .^.._..__ •
196: if r17<"31;,3to 294
297: 1+ rl5 *rl6
293: if rlu>^;yto 304
239: 1•t17
330: U • ^ I[ 16,3+[l7) -Vic 16,5+x17)
301: u# t17•r17




306: 6+rl7 • rl7 •
307: if rl7<-31;gto 305
3J3: 0 • V14,321 •v11,33j •v(5,311 •V15,331 • v(6,311 •v16,321
309: r%1:1 7(6,61
31 j: ,lt .l t V-4 0 L
311: d zv "1'r 1 tit rile JACA.3 I A.v 1" ; .: a i t 2 000
312: dsp	 1•YES , J	 ";gait 2000
313: ent r22
31 .1: i f r22=0;,3to 320
315: wr t 6. 1
316: wrt u,"JACOt3IL4 FOR Till  ARA COX:. IN T1lP WE%IST -PI'MI SYSTEM"
317: 1 • 0 3
313: w r t u. 3, Z[r23,11, L(x23, 21,:. 1r!3,31, •L(r_23,•11,:.(t23,51,7•(r23,61
319: 1+r23 • r23;if r23<-6, - Ito 31d
3_U: rtL1 01u,ul,tt(u,uj,3(u,u1,1(5,51,V( Doll ,Qj1,DI,P(S,II,V(1,11	 ACTN AL YAGP IS321: t r n ••0
311: i nv 0-0 	 1 OOR QUAL TYj




 "Print Joint Flex. Matrix :";wait 2000
327: dr y	1-YES , 0-Aj ";wait 1J00
323: ent r22
329: if r22-0;,Ito 335
3 30 : wrt 6.1
331: w r t ti , "JOI..r r'LLAtttILITY
332: 1.03
333: 'art 6. 3,3( r.3,11, Ir2 3, 21,.; ( c23,3I,,i(r:3,L(,i(C13,5(,:1([23,^iI






340: 1 t r lu= r17; ,3to 3.17
341: if r1^v = r1J;-Itk) 314






1. S: iI	 r13< • u;gto	 341
346s 1# a  3 • r13	 _	 .. _	 .	 .
347: 1♦ r1 7•[17









355: 1• rl 7•r17 ORIGINAL ^;^.	 i;^354: 1I	 s 17< • 6;.3to
	 352
357: trn rl•Q	 OF POUR QUALITY
358: 1 nv	 'r• r
359: ,iat	 T;1 • P




364: if	 r16< = 4;jto	 336
365: Lnt	 4, ell. 4,lx.oll.4,lx, ell. •I,lx, ell. 4,lx,ell.4,lx,ell.4
366: wrt	 6.1
367: 'wt t
	 6, 11 J01:Jr	 FLEXI131LIr1CS	 FO It T iII;	 TOR?UE X.JTJR 1!00EL'
363: MCC 6. 1
•. 3b 9: ut t 6,"	 SAJULUF:R	 SHOULDER	 ELLSOW	 VIRIS'f	 WrtIST	 It AN
370: w'r t d, "	 YAW J f.	 PITCH JT.	 Pvxii J'f.	 PITCH JT.	 YAW J f.	 ROL
371: w r t	 " -- - - - - - - - -  -- - - - - - - - -  -- - - - - - - - -  -- - - - - - - - -  -- - - - - -
	
---
372: w r t	 6. 4,it(1, tl,a( 2,11
	
,J13,11	 ,R1 .1	 11,1415,11,R(6,11	
I
73 • enj
25b92
k
s
D-9
